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Oxia Planum Highlights

1. Noachian basement (4 Ga), layered (sedimentary or igneous) and altered

2. Fluvial valleys and channels on Noachian basement

3. Delta-fan likely lN/eH (3.8-3.6 Ga), synchronous with fluvial features

4. Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates (ferrous iron: Fe2+) in late noachian unit.

5. Other alteration minerals include Al-phyllosilicates in delta-fan, hydrated silica
on edge of igneous unit, possible carbonates with Fe/Mg-clays.

6. Early Amazonian lava flow unit (~ 2.6 Ga): igneous unit with crater count and 
precise age.

7. Continuing erosion during Amazonian: renewing of surface outcrops and 
renewing of potential biosignatures.

8. Impact craters forming natural cross-sections, also secondaries from large nearby
craters.



Oxia Planum: location
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1. Noachian basement



1. Noachian basement: age

Crater counts on Oxia-Mawrth region

- Oxia-Mawrth Region basement is ancient: 4 Ga (+/- 200 Ma)
- Intense crater obliteration from 4 Ga to 3.6 Ga: geologically active
- Moderate but continuous erosion since 3.6 Ga

(figure removed)



1. Noachian basement: ancient volcanism

Large caldeiras: 
basement is (at least) in 

part igneous



1. Noachian basement: layered
(8.) Impact craters walls inside ellipse expose basement outcrops



2. Regional fluvial morphology (lN): valleys & channels
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2./3. Delta-fan in paleo-basin as main target
(with inlets and outlet)
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2. Fluvial morphology details: valleys & channels
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3. Delta-fan in paleo-basin as main target
10s of meters thick, stratigraphy exposed
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3. Delta-fan in paleo-basin as main target
10s of meters thick, stratigraphy exposed
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3. Delta-fan in paleo-basin as main target
Age from crater counts: > 3 Ga

Undergoing erosion

(figure removed)



Mawrth-Vallis-
like stratigraphy
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4. Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates (Fe2+) in noachian basement.
Prob. late Noachian alteration; typical « Phyllosian » clays

(figure removed)



4. Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates (Fe2+) in Noachian basement.
Alteration of Noachian units spans 100s of km

OMEGA & CRISM MSP : 
2.3 microns band, Fe/Mg-Phyllosilicates

(figure removed)



4. Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates (Fe2+) in Noachian basement.
Around delta-fan
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4./5. Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates and other alteration minerals
Only one (!) targeted CRISM observation, on edge of ellipse
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4./5. Hydrated minerals in ellipse: 
Fe/Mg-phyllos, hydrated silica, kaolinite

(figure removed)



4./5. Hydrated minerals in ellipse: 
Fe/Mg-phyllos, hydrated silica, kaolinite

Possible carbonates (Fe/Mg) in deposits overlying (or part of) 
the Fe/Mg-phyllosilicate bearing basement

(figure removed)



6. Early Amazonian lava flow unit: 
dated igneous unit, stratigraphically on top, in continuing erosion
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Crater counts on area preserved from erosion (within a depression):
model age of ~2.6 Ga

 sample from this unit would allow calibration of model ages

6. Early Amazonian lava flow unit: 
dated igneous unit, stratigraphically on top, in continuing erosion

(figure removed)



6. Early Amazonian lava flow unit: 
dated igneous unit, stratigraphically on top, in continuing erosion
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6. Early Amazonian lava flow unit: 
dated igneous unit, stratigraphically on top, in continuing erosion
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7. Early Amazonian lava flow unit: 
dated igneous unit, stratigraphically on top, in continuing erosion
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7. Early Amazonian lava flow unit: 
dated igneous unit, stratigraphically on top, in continuing erosion
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7. Early Amazonian lava flow unit: 
dated igneous unit, stratigraphically on top, in continuing erosion

(figure removed)



Summary: Oxia Planum History

(figure removed)
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